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Knowledge-based systems (KBS) and intelligent computing systems have been used in the medical
planning, diagnosis and treatment. The KBS consists of rule-based reasoning (RBR), case-based reasoning
(CBR) and model-based reasoning (MBR) whereas intelligent computing method (ICM) encompasses
genetic algorithm (GA), artificial neural network (ANN), fuzzy logic (FL) and others. The combination of
methods in KBS such as CBR–RBR, CBR–MBR and RBR–CBR–MBR and the combination of methods in ICM
is ANN–GA, fuzzy–ANN, fuzzy–GA and fuzzy–ANN–GA. The combination of methods from KBS to ICM
is RBR–ANN, CBR–ANN, RBR–CBR–ANN, fuzzy–RBR, fuzzy–CBR and fuzzy–CBR–ANN. In this paper, we
have made a study of different singular and combined methods (185 in number) applicable to medical
domain from mid 1970s to 2008. The study is presented in tabular form, showing the methods and its
salient features, processes and application areas in medical domain (diagnosis, treatment and planning).
It is observed that most of the methods are used in medical diagnosis very few are used for planning
and moderate number in treatment. The study and its presentation in this context would be helpful for
novice researchers in the area of medical expert system.

© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Knowledge-based systems (KBS) are widely used in the areas
where knowledge is predominant rather than data and requires
heuristic and logic in reasoning to derive new set of knowledge. Ack-
off's defined data as a raw which simply exists and has no signif-
icance beyond its existence whereas knowledge is the appropriate
collection of information which is useful [106]. In medical field, data
and knowledge have a proportionate integration of domain knowl-
edge and data for the detection, diagnosis, (interpretation) and treat-
ment of diseases. Depending on problem in hand, the proportionality
between data and knowledge varies.

Intelligent computing model such as artificial neural network
(ANN), evolutionary computing and fuzzy logic (FL) are data dom-
inant rather than knowledge. The integration of knowledge domi-
nant computing model such as KBS or case-based reasoning (CBR)
and data dominant computing models: ANN, genetic algorithm (GA)
and FL have been deployed in time to time and problem to problem
by many researchers in medical domain.

Basic problem-solving approaches in the field of artificial intelli-
gence are rule-based reasoning (RBR), model-based reasoning (MBR)
and CBR [1]. In CBR, the domain knowledge needed to group di-
agnoses into episodes (events), is implicit knowledge, which lends
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itself more for reasoning based on analogy than for formulating do-
main rules or for constructing a model [2].

Due to complementary advantage and disadvantage of RBR, CBR
and MBR sometimes, in medical domain, it is difficult to solve prob-
lem independently with either. But, if their advantages are exploited
and disadvantages are removed then their combination offers sig-
nificant benefits such as BOLERO [3] and MIKAS [4] which integrate
RBR and CBR; PROTOS [5] and CASEY [6] which integrate CBR and
MBR and T-IDDM [7] which integrate RBR, CBR and MBR.

The translation of implicit knowledge into explicit rules would
lead to loss and distortion of information content [8]. An alterna-
tive to this kind of inference is statistical inference such as Baye's
theorem, which sets a probabilistic value for each considered out-
put (disease in medical domain) such as ES [9] and MES [10,14].
This type of expert system could be successfully used for mutu-
ally exclusive diseases and independent symptoms but fails when
some symptoms have the same cause (being connected) and a pa-
tient can suffer of more than one disease [11]. Therefore, there are
a lot of cases when it is not possible to implement the human in-
telligence with expert systems for such cases ANN have been de-
veloped. ANN have been widely utilized and accepted method for
the diagnosis of data intensive. A detailed survey on ANN has been
made by Gross et al. [12] which shows that ANN has been used for
cardiology [13].

Some of the problems are solved by GA such as in hybrid ex-
pert system (HES) [15] which utilize GA to determine (optimize) the
number of neurons of the hidden layer.
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The development of computerized medical systems is difficult
due to their uncertainty which arises as a natural occurrence. In such
medical system FL is considered as an appropriate tool for modeling
and control, since our knowledge and experience are directly con-
tained and presented in control strategies without explicit mathe-
matical models [16].

Multi-agent systems (MAS) are a widely accepted paradigm for
distributed and shared work of computation in scientific community.
Cooperation and communication are two important functionalities
of MAS implemented on FIPA-ACL platform for the diagnosis of acute
myeloid leukemia [17], rheumatic fever [18] and interpretation of
MRI of brain scan [19].

Data mining (DM) is a technique and tool for the efficient new
knowledge discovery from databases. Most of the DM methods in
medical domain deploy different techniques for the diagnosis of var-
ious diseases such as classification and regression tree for diabetes
[20], association rule for heart diseases [21] and prediction rule for
obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) [22].

In this paper we have made review of the different methods of
detection and diagnosis of different diseases. We mostly cover the
methods based upon KBS, intelligent computing system (ICS) and
their combination. The KBS comprises RBR, CBR and MBR. The ICS
consists of an ANN, GA and FL. The combined methods are RBR–CBR,
CBR–MBR, RBR–CBR–MBR, ANN–CBR, ANN–GA, RBR–GA and CBR-
RBR–ANN.

In this paper we have also reviewed the fuzzy-based system and
their integrated model such as fuzzy–RBR, fuzzy–CBR, fuzzy–ANN,
fuzzy–GA, fuzzy–GA–ANN and fuzzy–CBR–ANN in medical domain.
DM methods and multi-agent-based models in medical domain
have also been described in this work. We have gathered the
information regarding this work from the different website re-
sources such as www.google.com, www.ieeexplore.ieee.org, www.
sciencedirect.com, www.springer.com and www.inderscience.com.

The rest of the paper has been divided into following sec-
tions. Section 2 covers the different ES models in RBR, CBR,
ANN, GA and FL. Section 3 deals with various combined methods
such as RBR–CBR, CBR–MBR, RBR–CBR–MBR, ANN–CBR, ANN–GA,
RBR–GA, CBR–RBR–ANN and fuzzy integrated models such as
fuzzy–RBR, fuzzy–CBR, fuzzy–ANN, fuzzy–GA, fuzzy–GA–ANN and
fuzzy–CBR–ANN. Section 4 consists of the short and tabular descrip-
tion of MAS. DM methods and means have been described in Section
5. An observation is made on the description, function and features
of various methods in Section 6. Section 7 deals with the conclusion.

2. Knowledge and intelligent computing models (individual
method)

We have considered RBR, CBR and MBR in a group of KBS and
ANN and GA in group of ICMs. KBS group members are knowledge
intensive whereas ICM group members are data intensive.

KBS are general purpose problem solver that depends on a rich
base of knowledge to perform difficult task. The knowledge is stored
in a knowledge base separated from the control and inference pro-
grams. Blackboard architecture is KBS which uses a form of op-
portunistic reasoning [230]. Knowledge in a KBS is represented by
frames (F) [34–38], Bayesian network (BN) [52], production rules
(PR), etc.

In rule-based system the knowledge is represented by symbolic
rules (PR) [23] and inference in the system is performed by a pro-
cess of chaining through rules recursively, either by backward or
forward reasoning [230]. In CBR, the knowledge is stored in form
of cases. The new problem in CBR is solved by reusing the past
cases. The major tasks of CBR can be divided into five phases such as
case representation, indexing, matching, adaptation and storage [24].
When a new problem arrives, the situation of this problem will be

identified by case representation phase. After that, the features of
new case are assigned to represent it in indexing phase and those
indexes are passed to the matching phase. According to the simi-
larity of the indexes, the matching phase retrieves similar cases in
the case base. Adaptation phase takes advantage of the solutions of
similar cases and some suitable adaptations are applied to solve the
new problem. Finally, the new case is stored in the case base after
the new problem and its solution are confirmed by the user via the
storage phase. In MBR the knowledge base is represented as a set of
models (satisfying assignments, examples) of the world rather than
a logical formula describing it. When a query is presented, reasoning
is performed by evaluating the query on these models [25].

All the above KBS has some advantages and disadvantages such
as rules in RBR have some advantages such as an ability to ex-
press general knowledge, naturalness of representation, modularity
and provision to explanation and disadvantages such as bottleneck
of knowledge acquisition, brittleness of rules, inference efficiency
problem, difficulty in maintenance of large rule-base, inability of
exploiting problem-solving experience and interpretation problem
whereas CBR has advantages such as an ability to express specialized
knowledge, naturalness of representation, modularity, easy knowl-
edge acquisition, self updatability, handling unexpected or missing
inputs and inference efficiency but it also faces some problems such
as inability to express general knowledge, knowledge acquisition
problem, in some cases efficiency problem, inability of explanation
[26,27]. MBR offers enhanced interpretation and explanation power,
principled approach that provides the reference for model manip-
ulation and reasoning, provision for the generation or treatment of
all cases within a well-defined framework and handling unexpected
cases whereas it faces problems such as difficult modeling, lack of
model-builders, need for reusable libraries and need for integration
with other methods [28]. The comparison of advantages and disad-
vantages of RBR, CBR and MBR are described in Table 1.

2.1. Knowledge-based and rule-based system

Rule-based model have been developed and utilized by many re-
searchers in the treatment and diagnosis of various diseases. Most
of the rule-based model and KBS have utilized RBR for knowledge
representation except SBS [34] which used frame whereas some of
the system have deployed hybrid model such as PR and frame ESPRE
[35], ESTER [36], M-HTP [37] and KBS [38]; rules and BN are de-
ployed in HERME [39] and ES [9]. As a matter of fact most of the RBR
and KBS methods use backward chaining (BC) and forward chain-
ing (FC) both but few of them have used FC only. Other reasoning
methodologies have also been deployed. The summary of represen-
tation and reasoning method of different ES models deploying rule-
based or knowledge-based methodology are given in Table 2.

2.2. Case-based reasoning (CBR)

CBR is used in learning and problem-solving system to solve new
problems by recalling and reusing specific knowledge obtained from
past experience. They are self-updatability and can handle unex-
pected cases not recorded in the system or missing input values [26].
Finnie and Sun [24] described different CBR models such as Hunt's
model [61], Allen's model [62], Kolodner's and Leak model [63], the
R4 model [64] and R5 model [24]. Table 2 presents the case-based sys-
temwith their specific features and applications. Most of the systems
perform similarity-based retrieval whereas other retrieval method
is also deployed. Some of the specific applications implemented by
CBR are such as bacterial infection diagnosis, recipe planning, meal
design, image analysis, disaster response, stem cell transplantation,
menu planning and antibiotics for intensive care. The summary of
CBR process used in CBR systems is given in Table 3.

http://www.google.com
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Table 1
Advantages and disadvantages of RBR, CBR and MBR.

Item RBR CBR MBR

Basic unit Rule Case Modal
Advantages 1. Modularity 1. Easy knowledge acquisition 1. Provision of explanation and intepretation

2. Uniformity 2. Learning from experiences
3. Naturalness 3. Applicability 2. Principled approach
4. Compact representation of general knowledge 4. Ability to express specialized knowledge 3. Unexpected cases

4. Completeness
5. Provision of explanation 5. Naturalness

6. Modularity
7. Self updatability
8. Handling unexpected or missing value
9. Inference efficiency

Disadvantages 1. Difficulty in representing informal informa-
tion

1. High search cost 1. Modeling is difficult

2. Case index problem 2. Lack of model builders
2. Knowledge acquisition bottleneck 3. Inability to express general knowledge 3. Need for reusable libraries

4. Need for integration with other methods
3. Inference efficiency problem 4. Inference efficiency problems
4. Difficulty in maintenance of large rule-base 5. Provision of explanations

6. Require considerable adaptation knowledge
5. No memory
6. Perfectness 7. Adaptation knowledge should be domain-

specific
7. Brittleness of rule 8. Knowledge acquisition problems

9. Problem of competence gap

Table 2
Rule-based and knowledge-based system with their applications.

KB/RB system KR Reasoning Application

MYCIN [29] RBS BC Infection in the blood and central nervous system;
diagnosis & treatment

EMERGE [30] PR Searching in hierarchical manner Chest pain; diagnosis
RBES [31] RBES BC Fibrillation; diagnosis
ES for diagnosis [32] Rule BC Chronic venous insufficiency; diagnosis
CORONARIA [33] RBES BC and FC Ischemic hear diseases; diagnosis and treatment
SBS [34] Frame Matching in a frame Interpretation of ultra sound images; diagnosis
ESPRE [35] Frame and PR Matching in frame Platelet transfusion decisions; treatment
ESTER [36] Frame and PR Matching in frame, BC and FC Respiratory weaning therapy; treatment
M-HTP [37] Frame and PR Matching in frame, BC and FC Monitors heart transplant patients; treatment
KBS [38] Frame, PR and BA with and BC Anemic patients (hematology);

probabilistic models Treatment and Planning
HERMES [39] IF–THEN rules and BN BC and FC Bayesian mechanism with belief Chronic liver diseases; (gastroenterology) diagnosis
KB system [40] Frame and Rule BC EMG abnormalities; diagnosis
ERIC [41] IF–THEN rule BC and FC Chest pain; diagnosis
Probability-based ES [42] IF–THEN rule BC Pacemaker-related complications; diagnosis
Psychiatric treatment [43] IF–THEN rule Generating alert Psychiatric; treatment
ES [9] IF–THEN rule and BN BC and Bayes theorem Pace maker problem; diagnosis
KBS [44] IF–THEN rule BC Ectopic pregnancy and neural tube defects; diagnosis
HEPAXPERT-I [45] IF–THEN rule Rule pattern matching algorithm based on indexing Interprets the results of routine serologic test for

infection with hepatitis A or B;diagnosis
DIABETES [46] PR BC Therapy of types I or II diabetic patient; treatment
DIAVAL [47] BN Bays rules Echocardiography; diagnosis
TOXOPERT-I [48] IF–THEN rule FC without backtracking Interpretation of serological test for toxoplasmosis;

diagnosis
OPERAS [49] Heuristic and meta rule Decision tree Error detection and elimination in the picture

archiving and communication system; diagnosis
PRISM [50] IF–THEN rule Backtracking Menu planning; planning
MES [51] IF–THEN rule FC Cardiac diseases; diagnosis
MUMIN [52] BN Bayesian (belief) rules Neuromuscular diseases; diagnosis
ESEDED [53] IF–THEN rule FC Eye diseases; diagnosis
RBES [54] IF–THEN rule Grobner bases Managing medical appropriateness criteria;

treatment
EDSS [55] PR Pattern matching BC and FC Multiple sclerosis; diagnosis
Anorexia ES [56] Bivalued logic PR Gröbner bases and normal forms Anorexia; diagnosis
Bone Browser [57] Rule-based Rule-based logic and Bayes' theorem Bone tumors; diagnosis
ES [58] Rule-based Default reasoning Evaluation of risk in type I diabetes; diagnosis
MES [59] IF–THEN Rule FC Lung problems; diagnosis
ESMIS [60] IF–THEN rule BC and FC Dangerous infection; diagnosis and treatment
MES [10] IF–THEN rule Logical and statistical inference (Bayes's theorem) Hepatitis infection; diagnosis

Notes: P, planning; BN, Bayesian network; F, frame; PR, production rule; BA, blackboard architecture.
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Table 3
Case-based medical system and their applications.

CBR system Specific feature (process and method) Application/domain

MEDIC [65] Transformational plan representation, memory consists of schemata and diagnostic
memory organization packet, indexing-based retrieval, Substitution adaptation

Bacterial infection, (Pulmonology) diagnosis

CHEF [66] Transformational plan representation, indexed memory organization, indexing-based
retrieval, substitution and transformation adaptation

Recipe planner system, planning

JULIA [67,58] Hierarchical frame-based representation, constraint guided adaptation Meal design system, treatment

MACRAD [68] Representation by relational database, indexing structured about case feature,
content related quires, visual memory for storage

Image analysis, (Radiology) diagnosis

CHARADE [69] Transformational plan representation, similarity-based retrieval, constraint satisfac-
tion adaptation

Diagnosis & treatment

DIAL [70] Transformational and derivational plan representation, indexed memory organiza-
tion, similarity-based retrieval, derivational reply and heuristic-based adaptation

Disaster response, diagnosis & treatment

IMAGECREEK [71] Hierarchal representation, indexed organization, retrieval is combination of failure
driven learning and case integration, single case adaptation

Image analysis, diagnosis

SCINA [72] Case representation by matrix of integers, indexed memory organization, similarity-
based retrieval, rule-based adaptation

Coronary heart diseases, diagnosis

CaB-CS [73] Feature-vector representation, retrieval via similarity measure Brest cancer, diagnosis

CARE-PARTNER [74] Case as prototypical cases, template retrieval Stem cell transplantation, treatment

RBCSHELL [75] Hierarchal case representation, cases are stored in associative memory, indexed
memory organization, similarity-based retrieval, manual adaptation

Illness, diagnosis

CAMP [50] Case are stored in database, selection by reusability metric, substitution and trans-
formational adaptation

Daily menu planning, planning

HICAP[76] Hierarchal case representation, indexed memory organization, similarity-based
retrieval, case-based, generative adaptation

Diagnosis & treatment

CTS [77] Case representation by attribute-value pair similarity-based retrieval Image analysis, diagnosis

EIA [78] Cases are represented by set, indexed organization, similarity-based retrieval Endoscope, diagnosis

ICONS [79] Attribute-value representation, two retrieval strategies: simple indexing for small &
medium cases tree-hash retrieval for large case bases, compositional adaptation

Antibiotics for intensive care, treatment

ISOR [80] Case representation by attribute value pair scheme, cases are indexes by keyword,
inductive retrieval

Endocrine, diagnosis & treatment

Table 4
Model-based medical system and their applications.

MBR system Reasoning Application

YAQ [81] Hybrid algebra of qualitative and numerical values, associations and
model-based diagnosis

Respiratory distress syndrome (RDS); diagnosis

Pacemaker reprogramming [82] Model of abnormal behavior, prediction of abnormal findings, predictions
are next matched with findings, collection of causes described in the
model and associated with predictions that best match the findings
observed

Pacemaker reprogramming; treatment

2.3. Modal-based reasoning (MBR)

YAQ [81] ontology is an MBR, applied to the domain of ven-
tilator management in infants with respiratory distress syndrome
(RDS). Pacemaker reprogramming [82] is another application that de-
ployed MBR. Pacemaker reprogramming diagnosis may be described
in terms of matching abnormal behavior (MAB) [83]. The summary
of reasoning used in medical system deployed MBR methodology is
given in tabular form in Table 4.

2.4. Artificial neural nets (ANN)

ANN is a data dominant approach and widely used in medical do-
main deploying supervised ANN, differentiated by the learning law
and topology. ANN trained with back propagation (BP) algorithm

has been widely used methodology ANN has some advantages over
rule-based system: ANN presents a complementary approach to rule-
based systems with respect to the numeric knowledge representa-
tion by the network weights and the adaptive capability of neural
networks adjusting the weights based on training data is widely re-
garded as learning-like. Although ANN has been successfully used in
many areas of medicine as it has been illustrated in an extensive re-
view by Lisboa [117] it has some disadvantages, such as the structure
of NN is not transparent, they approximate an arbitrary black-box
model of the mapping rule and a priori expert knowledge cannot be
considered for better initializing the network parameters in order to
improve convergence and to reduce the learning time.

Some of the application includes in our study are: response
to HP eradication recurrence, lymph node metastasis, response to
interferon in chronic hepatitis C, diagnosis of diabetes occurrence
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Table 5
Summary of experiences of ANN with their application.

ANN system ANN model Disease/Application

DESKNET [84] BP Papulosquamous skin diseases (dermatology); diagnosis
Clinical decision making [85] BP Acute coronary occlusion (C); diagnosis
Conventional classifiers [86] BP Tissue fluorescence spectra (C); diagnosis
ANN analysis [87] BP Acute myocardial infarction (C); diagnosis
Diagnosis of MI [88] BP Acute myocardial infarction (C); diagnosis
Noninvasive diagnosis using ANN [89] BP Coronary artery disease (C); diagnosis
MES [90] 2 layer perceptron with BP Canine liver disease; diagnosis
PAPNET [91] Multi-layer perceptron BP Cervical cancer; diagnosis
MES [92] Feedforward BP Pulmonary diseases; diagnosis
Classification system [93] BP Iteracardic arrhythmia (C); diagnosis
Self learning techniques [94] BP ventricular tachycardia (C); diagnosis
Hacettepc [95] BP Genetical disorders and fetal health problems; diagnosis
Coronary disease prediction [96] BP Coronary artery disease (C); diagnosis
ANN for gastric cell [97] BP vs. LVQ Gastric cancer (G); diagnosis
ANN aided diagnosis [98] BP Focal liver disease (G); diagnosis
Expert system [99] Feedforward BP Gastro-esophageal disease (G); diagnosis
Diagnosis of AMI [100] Feedforward (MLP) BP Acute myocardial infarction (C); diagnosis
Predict length Stray [101] BP Acute pancreatitis, length of stay (G); diagnosis
CDSS [102] Feedforward BP ICU patients; treatment
SMART EEG [103] Multi-layered perceptron BP Electroencephalograms (EEGs); diagnosis
LCDS [104] Feedforward FANC Lungcancer; diagnosis
Andriulli (a) [105] BP, SN + AO Dyspeptic syndrome (G); diagnosis
Andriulli (b) [105] BP, self, TASM Cm + AO Dyspeptic syndrome, response to HP eradication recurrence (G); diagnosis
Predictive model [107] Multi-layer perceptron Acute lower GI haemorrhage (G); diagnosis
CoLD [108] Multi-layer perceptron Colorectal cancer; diagnosis
Prediction of lymph node [109] BP Esophageal carcinoma, lymph node metastasis (G); diagnosis
Prediction of response [110] Presumably feedforward BP Chronic hepatitis C, response to interferon (G); treatment
ANN for diabetes [111] BP + AO Chronic pancreatitis diabetes occurrence (G); diagnosis
ANN for prediction [112] BP, prediction committee Esophageal carcinoma, survival (G); treatment
MES [113] RS, BP Coronary artery disease (C); diagnosis
Diagnosis of GERD [114] BP, SN, ARCR, TASM + AO GORD (G); diagnosis
Recognition of atrophic gastritis [115] BP, SN, ARCR, TASM + AO Atrophic gastritis (G); diagnosis
Detection of EMG abnormality [116] BP + RBF EMG abnormality; diagnosis

Notes: Abbreviations of the different ANN described, which will appear in the results tables—BP, back propagation (standard); LVQ, learning vector quantisation; SN, sine
net (Semeion �); Self, self-recurrent network (Semeion �); TASM, temporal associative subjective memory (Semeion �); ARCR, autoRecurrent network; Cm, contractive
map; AO, artificial organism; FANC, fast adaptive neural classifier algorithm; RS, rough set; G, gastroenterology; C, Cardiovascular; RBF, radial basis function.

in chronic pancreatitis, prediction of survival, recognition of at-
rophic gastritis, interpretation of EMG abnormalities as presented in
Table 5 with requisite references. Table 5 summaries the main char-
acteristics of problems addressed in each specific selected papers,
listed in chronological order.

2.5. Genetic algorithm (GA)

GA is an efficient searchmethod based on the principles of natural
selection and population genetics in which random operators on a
population of candidate solutions are employed to generate new
points in the search space [118]. In medical domain GA is mainly
used for optimization of weight of the sing, symptom and specific
features (parameters) of the diseases.

Generally GA in medical domain is used for diagnosis and treat-
ment as presented in Table 6. Gross et al. [119] deployed GA to detect
rare cancer cells in blood and bone marrow and found good per-
formance. Ezzell [120] deployed GA for three-dimensional radiation
therapy treatments planning and found that it produce consistent
result compare to simulated annealing. Yu et al. [121] deployed GA
in treatment optimization for stereotactic radiosurgery and radio-
therapy and found that GA is powerful and versatile as a computa-
tionally intelligent counterpart to human-guided strategies. Kupinski
and Giger [122] deployed GA for detection of mass lesions in digi-
tal mammography and found that GA was able to either outperform
or equal the performance of other methods. GENIFER [124] uses GA
for diagnosis of breast cancer. Wanschura et al. [125] deployed GA
to register time-separated pairs of MRI data sets. Matsopoulos et
al. [126] deployed GA optimization technique to register retinal im-
ages and found that the proposed automatic scheme in terms of

accuracy and consistency. Medical expert system [14] uses GA to
perform multi-disorder diagnosis. Table 6 summarizes the operators
used in GA-based system. Yu et al. [127] deployed GA optimization
in treatment planning for radiation therapy is a multi-objective op-
timization process and found that the run time for producing an op-
timal plan is considerably shorter than the typical planning time for
human experts.

2.6. Fuzzy system (FS)

FL uses these linguistic variables to define the system's knowledge
base as a collection of fuzzy IF–THEN rules. However, one hurdle
in the adoption of FL for intelligent system implementation is the
difficulty of knowledge elicitation. FL-based systems obtain domain
knowledge from domain experts to prepare the rules in the system's
knowledge base. FL provides advantages such as an intuitive user
interface, simplifies the process of knowledge representation and
minimizes the system's computational complexity in terms of time
andmemory usage. On the other hand, FL has problems in knowledge
elicitation which render it difficult to adopt for intelligent system
implementation [128].

There are several fuzzy techniques deployed in medical appli-
cation such as fuzzy clustering, fuzzy classification, fuzzy modeling
and identification. Different fuzzy clustering algorithm such as
Gustafson–Kessel algorithm (GK-FCM) [129], fuzzy c-regression
model (FCRM), possibility c-means (PCM) clustering algorithm
[130], fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering algorithm [131] and entropy-
based fuzzy clustering (EFC) algorithm [132] are deployed in
medicine. Various modeling techniques such as fuzzy k-nearest
neighbor algorithm [133], fuzzy clustering-based modeling, and
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Table 6
GA-based medical system and their application.

GA-based system GA operators Application

Model study [119] GA optimization, four gate parameter encoding, GA-operator: mutation
change a gate parameter, creep randomly increment or decrement one
parameter, crossover randomly combines the gate parameter

Breast cancer, diagnosis

Therapy planning [120] GA optimization, paired list encoding, one-point crossover, mutation by
incrementing or decrementing the index

Prostate, pancreas: radiation therapy, treatment

Treatment planning [121] GA optimization, tournament selection, ordinal ranking, one-point
crossover, flip a random bit in individual (mutation)

Radio surgery, treatment

Computerize detection [122] GA-based feature selection, Wilks' lambda fitness function, crossover &
mutation

Memographic, diagnosis

Predicting survival [123] Individual is Bayesian structure, binary encoding, two point cross-over,
mutation by flipping a random bit

Skin melanoma; diagnosis

GENIFER [124] GA optimization, chromosome contains numeric value gene, Roulette
wheel selection, two point cross-over, mutation randomly change the
values of some genes

Breast cancer, diagnosis

MR-images [125] GA optimization, binary encoding, one-point crossover, flip a random
bit in individual (mutation)

Arthritic disease, diagnosis

Retinal images [126] GA optimization, real value encoding, tournament selection, linear and
arithmetic crossover

Ophthalmic diseases, diagnosis

MES [14] GA optimization, chromosome encoded as bit vector, one-point
crossover, flip a random bit in individual (mutation), inversion

Multi-disorder, diagnosis

Retinal images [127] GA optimization, n-tournament, crossover by combining randomly
paired string, single point mutation

Radio surgery and prostate Brach therapy, treatment

Table 7
Fuzzy system with their application domain.

Fuzzy system Fuzzy technique Application

Fuzzy system [136] SUP-MIN composition Thyroid diseases, diagnosis
Fuzzy system [137] Lower–upper inverse Thyroid diseases, diagnosis
Eye movements [138] Fuzzy clustering Nystagmic eye movements, diagnosis
Fuzzy system [139] Max–min inference Bacterial infection, diagnosis
Muscle relaxant anaesthesia system [140] SOFLC Muscle relaxants, treatment
VAD [141] FCM Ventricular arrhythmias, diagnosis
SNP delivery system [142] Closed-loop control Postsurgical Patients, treatment
LVA detection [143] Fuzzy clustering Cardiology diseases, diagnosis
Therapy system [144] SFCM Tumor, treatment
Muscle relaxants system [145] PD + I and SOFLC Muscle relaxants, treatment
Fuzzy controller [146] PD + I Neuromuscular block, treatment
ECG-based system [147] Fuzzy modeling Ischemia, diagnosis
EP estimation [148] Fuzzy clustering Brain activity, diagnosis
Brain tumor [149] SFCM Brain tumor, diagnosis
FL control system [150] SOFLC Neuromuscular block, treatment
Neuromuscular blockade control system [151] PSOFLC Neuromuscular block, treatment
FL KB control [152] PD controller Muscle relaxation, treatment
Predicted by fuzzy decision [153] Fuzzy decision Bone structure, diagnosis
CAD [154] FCM Breast cancer, diagnosis
Fuzzy control strategy [155] FPD Neuromuscular block, treatment
CAD [156] FCM Breast cancer, diagnosis
Medical application [157] MCDA Central nervous system tumors, diagnosis
FES system [158] FLC Paraplegia, treatment
TBS [159] FCM Trabecular bone structure, treatment
BTC [160] FCM Neurosurgical, diagnosis
BMS [161] FCM Heart valve diseases, diagnosis
Biomedical system [162] Fuzzy classification Brain diseases, diagnosis
Medical DM [163] Fuzzy modeling: fuzzy k-nn, fuzzy

clustering-based and adaptive network-
based fuzzy inference

Breast cancer, diagnosis

Neuromuscular system [164] SOFMA Neuromuscular block, treatment
TBM [165] FCM and FMLE Tuberculosis meningitis, diagnosis
FLES [166] EFC Adult psychosis, diagnosis
Brain detection system [167] FCM Brain activity, diagnosis

the adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system [134], self-
organized fuzzy modeling algorithm (SOFMA) [135] are deployed in
medicine.

Generally, FL in medical domain is deployed for detection,
diagnosis and treatment of diseases as presented in Table 7.
Table 7 summaries the main characteristics of problems addressed
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in each specific selected fuzzy system, listed in chronological
order.

3. Integrated model

Single KBS have their own advantages and disadvantages such
as knowledge acquisition problem, inference problem, explanation
problem, etc., as described in Section 1. The disadvantages of the
single KBS are removed by integrating the KBS and ICM approaches.

3.1. Integration of knowledge intensive model and intelligent model

This section shows the advantages obtained from integrated
model and their medical applications. The integration of CBR–RBR
simplifies knowledge acquisition, improve efficiency and improve
accuracy [26], improve performance [168] and decrease competence
gap [169]. In medical domain this integrated approach generally
used for diagnosis and treatment. The benefit obtained form the
integrated approach are: more cost effective system, improved
competency, automatic explanation, improved advice as in MIKAS
[4], improved problem-solving capability as in CAMPER [50], cope
with qualification problem, deal with competence gap problem as
in IDDM [171], improves diagnosis accuracy as in CDPD [173]. Some
other system that integrates CBR–RBR is BOLERO [3] and INERCA
[170].

The integration of CBR–MBR generally makes adaptation process
easy [6], improve performance and efficiency [7], integrate general-
ize and specific knowledge [181]. PROTOS [5] and CASY [6] are the
medical system that integrates CBR with MBR.

Integration of CBR with RBR and MBR has advantages to incor-
porate CBR subtasks into more complex methodologies instead of
applying the complete CBR cycle and making use of all available
knowledge [180]. The main advantage that the integration of the
CBR, RBR and MBR paradigms provides is the capability of exploiting
all the available information, from the explicit (i.e., formalized) do-
main knowledge, to the operative know-how collected in the single
organization where the application will be deployed [7]. Very few
integrated model of RBR–CBR–MBR are reported in the literature of
medical concern. T-IDDM [7] is integrated model used for diabetic
treatment that performs a tight integration of CBR, RBR and MBR.

The integration of ANN–GA in medical domain improves perfor-
mance and accuracy [174], improved prediction rate [176] and opti-
mize the number of neurons in hidden layer [177]. Few models that
integrate ANN with GA have been reported in medical literature for
diagnosis such as diagnosis of critically ill [171], improved classifi-
cation performance [175], recognition model [176] for diagnosis of
bacterial odour and system for diagnosis of pneumonia [177].

The integration of RBR with GA provide better accuracy then ma-
chine learning but lower accuracy then ANN [178]. Few models that
integrate ICM with KBS are such as crisp RBS [178], which combines
standard genetic programming (GP) and heuristic hierarchical crisp
rule-based construction for diagnosis of aphasia. Here GP is used for
the production of crisp rule-based systems.

The integration of RBR with ANN in medical domain provides
good prediction accuracy [10]. In medical the integrated approach
is generally used for diagnosis of disease such as MES [10] for diag-
nosis of Hepatitis infection. Table 8 presents the specific features of
integrated components used in ES with their applications.

3.2. Fuzzy integrated model

RBR, ANN and CBR are two well-known techniques for the imple-
mentation of intelligent systems. All these AI techniques face certain
problems when implemented alone whereas their integration with
FL provides a lot of benefits.

The integration of fuzzy and RBR (FL/RBR) produce reasonable re-
sults like in CADIAG-2, handles uncertain data like in PSG-EXPERT,
improved target volume definition [188], integrate linguistic and nu-
merical information to provide a flexible and robust description of
processes with varying complexity [187] as well as it has someweak-
ness as compositional processing of belief as in CADIAG-2. Successful
implementations of the fuzzy–RBR integrated approach in medical
have been reported for diagnosis as presented in Table 9.

The hybrid FL/CBR system has several advantages such as pos-
sibility of integrating AI algorithm of many fields [193], improved
accuracy, easier to use, improved case retrieval, improved system
performance, improved linguistic variables, simpler in complexity
[128]. This integrated approach is deployed for diagnosis and recog-
nition of facial expression [194,128] as described in Table 9.

The integration of ANN and fuzzy (FL/ANN) approach incorpo-
rates the generic advantages of ANN like massive parallelism, ro-
bustness and learning in rich environment and the capability of FL
such as modeling imprecise data and qualitative knowledge as well
as transmission of uncertainty [200]. Other advantages of integrated
approaches in medical domain are building of more effective ANN
[209], produce quick and accurate decision [205], improved diag-
nosis accuracy [212,213], improved performance [214]. Successful
implementations of the ANN-fuzzy integrated approach in medical
have been reported for diagnosis, treatment and prediction as sum-
marized in Table 9.

The integration of fuzzy–ANN–GA (FL/ANN/GA) minimizes some
complexity problems pervasive to the artificial intelligence such as
the knowledge elicitation process, known as the bottleneck of expert
systems, the model choice for knowledge representation to code
human reasoning, the number of neurons in the hidden layer and
the topology used in the connectionist approach; the difficulty to
obtain the explanation on how the network arrived to a conclusion
[15]. This integrated approach is used for diagnosis of epilepsy as
presented in Table 9.

The integration of fuzzy–GA [186] (FL/GA) has several benefits in
medical domain such as they attain high classification performance
with the possibility of attributing a confidencemeasure to the output
diagnosis, involve a few simple rules, and are therefore human inter-
pretable [215], optimize the knowledge base and diagnose the dis-
eases effectively [216]. In medical domain this integrated approach
is mainly used for diagnosis as presented in Table 9.

The integration of fuzzy–CBR–ANN (FL/CBR/ANN) effectively pro-
duces a high-quality diagnosis for a givenmedical consultation [219].

4. Agent-based system

Agent-based system has been developed with different function-
ality cooperation, coordination and negotiation as well as mental
states: belief, desire and intention (BDI). Lanzola [17] proposed a
methodology facilitating the development of interoperable intelli-
gent software agents for medical applications and proposes a generic
computational model for implementing them. This model supports
all the different information and knowledge related requirements of
a hospital information system. This computational model is useful
for implementing the agents themselves and enforcing their inter-
actions. This model follows a layered architecture using which many
old legacy system can in turn be agents by eliminating or minimiz-
ing the changes required to their internal structures, since much
of the control for enforcing consistency at the conversation level is
shifted at the ACL layer. Lanzola followed KQML specifications which
emerged as a part of the knowledge sharing effort (KES).

Mea [220] describes a novel approach to the analysis and de-
velopment of telemedicine systems, based on the multi-agent
paradigm. This system uses agent-based architecture for cooperative
negotiation. The system has an agent telemedicine-oriented medical
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Table 8
Integrated medical system and their application.

Integrated components CBS in medicine Specific feature of CBR, RBC and MBC Application

CBR–RBR BOLERO [3] CBC: case representation via attribute-value, exemplar and
dynamic memory modal, retrieval by pattern matching,
copy, merging

Pneumonia; diagnosis

INRECA [170] CBC: attribute-value pair, retrieval via similarity measure,
RBC: assigning weights to attribute for similarity measure

Poison cases; diagnosis

CAMPER [50] RBC: heuristic rule, CBC: Case are stored in database, selec-
tion by reusability matric, adaptation by substitution rule

Diet prescription; treatment

IDDM [171] CBC: Set of features, retrieval via nearest neighbor retrieval,
matching via heterogeneous Euclidean-overlap and hetero-
geneous value difference metric RBC: IF–THEN rules with
FC; When CBR fails, RBR alone is used

Diabetes; treatment

LDD [172] RBC: IF–THEN rule, CBC: case representation via attribute
value, retrieval via similarity measure, RBC & CBC both plays
balanced role in reasoning

Lung disease; diagnosis

MIKAS [4] RBC: Ripple-down rules (RDR), CBC: Matching by similarity
measure, rule-based adaptation, RDR builds CBR

Diet recommendation; treatment

CDPD [173] RBC: Production rules, CBC: Prevails in inference process,
similarity-based retrieval, exact adaptation, interpolation,
using mean values for adaptation and applying adaptation
rules

Chronic diseases; diagnosis

CBR–MBR PROTOS [5] CBC: Feature-vector representation, exemplar memory
model, simantical similarity, R: Direct index and general do-
main knowledge, MBC: Multi-relational model of knowledge

Audiological disorders; diagnosis

CASEY [6] CBC: Feature-vector, indexed memory organization, match-
ing via semantical similarity, transformational adaptation
MBC: Model-based adaptation

Heart failure; diagnosis

Integration ES in medicine ANN, RBC, GA, CBC Application

RBR–CBR–MBR T-IDDM [7] RBC: IF–THEN Rule with FC, CBC: cases are mapped to pe-
riodical control visit, MBC: Probabilistic model of Glucose-
Insulin, RBR proposed suitable solution while MBR and CBR
(retrieval) are used to specialize the rule behavior

Type 1 diabetes, treatment

ANN–GA Prediction system [174] GA to improve NN performance, chromosome is set of neu-
ral net represented by string, crossover by natural recombi-
nation event, mutation by alteration of randomly chosen bit

Critically ill, diagnosis

STD [175] GA-based feature selection, binary encoding, ranking method
for selection, two point cross-over, mutation by inverting a
random bit, ANN with BP

Skin tumor, diagnosis

Recognition model [176] ANN model: BP, GA optimize NN Bacterial odour detection, diagnosis
GA for NN [177] GA to optimize ANN, ANN: FF-BP, chromosome is set of NN

represented by binary string, two-point crossover, mutation
by flipping a bit at binary locus

Pneumonia, diagnosis

RBR–GA Crisp RBS [178] RBC: Crisp RB, GA: Population is represented as tree,
crossover, mutation

Aphasia's, diagnosis

RBR–ANN MES [10] RBC: IF–THEN Rule with BC, FC and Baye's theorem, ANN
model: Feed-forward with BP

Hepatitis infection, diagnosis

RBR–CBR–ANN MDSS [179] (Loss coupling) RBC: Production rule with BC & FC, CBC: Feature-vector rep-
resentation, measure, matching and selection via similarity,
ANN model: feed-forward BP and STF

Leukemia, diagnosis and treatment

Notes: CBC, case-based components; RBC, rule-based components; MBC, model-based components; GA, genetic algorithm; STF, sigmoid transfer function; GP, genetic
programming.

assistant (TOMAS), which is used by each specialist. As a medical
assistant, it has two generic features: an agenda for managing ap-
pointments, and methods for access to patient records. Support to
telemedicine is given by software features for remote exchange of
patient data, cooperative annotation of cases and negotiation of ap-
pointments. The community of agents has been developed in Java
using an already existing FIPA-compliant platform, i.e., Crepeau's
FIPA_SMART 3.0 (FIPA-based Stationary and Mobile Agent Resource
Toolkit, version 3.0, 1999). The basic feature of the agent, i.e., the
agenda, has been implemented following the FIPA recommendations
for the development of personal assistants. AMPLIA [18] is an intel-
ligent probabilistic learning environment, based on BDI architecture
designed to support the construction of explanatory models in
complex, uncertain domains to support diagnostic reasoning. It also

uses BN in the agent's beliefs modeling and mental states to guide
the negotiation process. AMPLIA is used for diagnosis of rheumatic
fever. AMPLIA agents communicate over a FIPA-OS platform. Godo
[221] proposed an MAS approach for monitoring the prescription
of restricted use of antibiotics where an agent is attached to each
patient which is responsible of checking different medical aspects
related to his/her prescribed therapy. It performs cooperation and
coordination and is implemented ISLANDER. The system first finds
the degree of adequacy of every group of antibiotics to the pa-
tient taking into account data about pregnancy, allergic reactions
to the antibiotics, renal diseases or genetic alterations. Then con-
sidering the diagnosis of the patient it dynamically generates a
set of treatments, one for each microorganism. Richard et al. [19]
proposed a multi-agent approach for automated segmentation of
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Table 9
Integrated fuzzy system.

Integrated component Fuzzy system Specific feature Application

FL/RBR CADIAG [182] Fuzzy IF–THEN rule, max–min inference Internal medicine, diagnosis
CADIAG-2 [183] Fuzzy IF–THEN rule, max–min inference Internal medicine, diagnosis
Biomedical application [184] Rules of truth-qualification, fuzzy relation, SUP-MIN

composition
Collagen diseases, diagnosis

Fuzzy system [185] Fuzzy rules, min–max inference Cancer, diagnosis
MedFrame [187] (Sageder et al., 1997) Frame and rule, max–min inference Internal medicine, diagnosis
PSG-EXPERT [188] Facts represented by fuzzy logic, backward and for-

ward chaining
Sleep disorder, diagnosis

DoctorMoon [189] Frame and rule, max–min inference Lung disease, diagnosis
FES [190] Fuzzy IF–THEN rule, max–min inference Prostate cancer, diagnosis

FL/CBR ARC system [191] Memory organized as hierarchy of classes, dynamic
memory model, fuzzy patter matching algorithm

Internal medicine, diagnosis

AIDS [192] Cases consist of risk behavior, retrieval by fuzzy
algorithm, rule-based adaptation

AIDS; diagnosis

MePoS [193] Cases are stored as attribute-value pair, retrieval by
fuzzy algorithm, adaptation by copy or rule

Anesthesia, diagnosis

FER [194] Fuzzy IF–THEN rule, case consist of input-output
variable, fuzzy similarity retrieval,

Facial expressions, diagnosis

FER [128] Case base populated with fuzzy rule, case consist of
input-output variable, similarity-based retrieval

Facial expressions, diagnosis

FL/ANN Arrhythmias diagnosis [195] FKCN, FCM Arrhythmias, diagnosis
FCNN system [196] FCNN, FCM, ML-FF with BP Upper-limb prosthesis, diagnosis
Fuzzy system [197] ANFIS Intensive care, treatment

FL/ANN NICU [198] NFIS, NN topology not specified Heart rate variability, diagnosis
ANFIS[199] ANFIS, trained with the BP gradient descent and

least squares method, fuzzy IF–THEN-rules
Carotid artery stenosis, diagnosis

ANFIS [200] ANFIS, FF–NN + BP fuzzy IF–THEN-rules Psychosomatic disorders, diagnosis
ANFIS [201] ANFIS, fuzzy IF–THEN-rules Gait event, diagnosis
NFS [202] ANFIS, NN to optimize fuzzy rule ANN-BP Prostate cancer, diagnosis
ANFIS [203] ANFIS, trained with the BP Gradient descent and

least squares method, fuzzy IF–THEN rules
Ophthalmic artery stenosis, diagnosis

ECG-arrhythmias [204] FCNN, FCM + MLP Arrhythmias, diagnosis
CDSS [205] MLP-FF, fuzzy rules represented by fuzzy

vector–matrix composition using the composition
operator `o'

Gynecological disease, diagnosis

Classification application [206] EQNFIS, entropy-based fuzzy model, quantum func-
tion, SCA; NN-BP

breast cancer, diagnosis

FECG [207] ANFIS, least squares method and the gradient
descent method

Cardiac diseases, diagnosis

OAD [208] ANFIS, Ophthalmic arterial disorders, diagnosis
ECG-arrhythmias [209] T2FCM, MLP + BP Arrhythmias, diagnosis
ES [210] ANFIS, FCM or K-means algorithms least squares

method and the gradient descent method
Heart valve diseases, diagnosis

IDS [211] ANFIS, PCA, Fuzzy IF–THEN rule Heart valve diseases, diagnosis
IDS [212] ANFIS, PCA, LMBP Optic nerve disease, diagnosis
ESTDD [213] NEFSCLASS, MLP-FF Thyroid diseases, diagnosis
NFS [214] FF-MLP-BP, Fuzzy min-max inference Autism, diagnosis

FL/GA WBCD [215] Fuzzy max–min inference, GA optimization, bit en-
coding, GA operator: fitness proportionate selection,
one-point crossover, mutation by flipping bits at
random

Breast cancer, diagnosis

GA-fuzzy [216] FLC & EFC, GA optimization, bit encoding, GA op-
erator: Roulette wheel selection, 2-point crossover
and mutation

Pneumonia; diagnosis

MR-Images [217] FCM & EFC, GA optimization, binaryencoding, GA
operator: crossover and mutation

Brain, diagnosis

FLES [218] FCM & EFC, GA optimization, Binary encoding, single
point crossover, bitwise mutation

Psychosis, diagnosis

FL/GA/ANN HES [15] ANN model: BP GA: Population encoded as binary-
valued, string, crossover, mutation, recombination
GA optimize ANNL, fuzzy min-max inference

Epilepsy; diagnosis

FL/CBR/ANN HCBR [219] Cases are instance of medical diagnosis, retrieval by
fuzzy NN

Multiple disease, diagnosis

Notes: FCNN, fuzzy clustering NN architecture; ML-FF, multi-layer Feed forward; BP, back propagation; NFIS, neuro-fuzzy inference system; ANFIS, adaptive neuro fuzzy
inference system; T2FCNN, type-2 fuzzy clustering neural network, T2FCM: type-2 fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm; FKCN, fuzzy Kohonen clustering network; EQNFIS,
entropy-based quantum neuro-fuzzy inference system; SCA, self-clustering algorithm; LDA, linear discriminant analysis; PCA, principle component analysis; SAFCS, simulated
annealing-based fuzzy classification system; SA, simulated annealing; LMBP, Levenberg–Marquard back propagation algorithm; NNFCLASS, neuro fuzzy classification algorithm,
HCM: hard C-Means clustering algorithm.
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Table 10
Multi-agent system and their application.

MAS Functionality Implementation Application

Medical application [17] Cooperation ACL and KQML Acute myeloid leukemia;
Coordination diagnosis
Negotiation

Telemedicine system [220] Cooperative FIPA-compliant platform, Healthcare
negotiation coded in Java

AMPLIA [18] BDI Architecture FIPA-OS platform Rheumatic fever; diagnosis
Negotiation

Monitoring system [221] Cooperative ISLANDER Antibiotic; treatment
negotiation (defines a textual language)

MR Image [19] Cooperative agent No agent communication MRI brain scan; interpretation
based approach language

human brain MR images. The system is based on cooperative agent-
based approach and does not required use of sophisticated agent
communication language. Table 10 summaries the functionality,
implementation and applications of MAS.

5. Data mining

DM is an emerging area of computational intelligence that offers
new theories, techniques and tools for analysis of large data sets.
DM methodology has been deployed in diagnosis and treatment of
various diseases in medical domain such as diabetes, pulmonary,
Alzheimer, heart diseases prediction and OSA. Kusiak et al. [223] de-
veloped a novel approach for autonomous decision-making based on
the rough set theory of DM and tested the approach on a medical
data set for patients with lung abnormalities referred to as solitary
pulmonary nodules (SPNs). To accomplish high decision-making ac-
curacy he developed two independent algorithms primary decision
making algorithm and confirmation algorithm to either generate an
accurate diagnosis or make no decision. The primary decision mak-
ing algorithm is based on prior data and built on the concepts of
rough set theory, cluster analysis, and measure theory. The proposed
approach is used for diagnosis of patients with SPNs, a lung abnor-
mality that could potentially become cancerous, using information
from noninvasive tests. Lillington [228] show that the number of fea-
tures (results of noninvasive tests, patient's data, etc.) necessary to
diagnose an SPN is smaller than the number used in current medical
practice. At the same time, the decision-making accuracy is signif-
icantly improved. Breault et al. [20] examine a diabetic data ware-
house, showing a method of applying DM techniques, and some of
the data issues, analysis problems, and results. In this model, the tree
models recursively partition the input variable space to maximize
purity in the terminal tree nodes. CART's uses Gini splitting criterion
for splitting. CART is used to find clusters of deviance from glycemic
control.

Walker et al. [225] addresses the problem of dealing with mi-
croarray data that come from two known classes (Alzheimer and
normal). Walker et al. applied three separate techniques to discover
genes associated with Alzheimer disease (AD). Gene expression DM
involves studies that combine the use of domain knowledge with
data obtained from AD class and normal class to discover genes that
are associated with a particular problem. The BioMiner DM software
was used for the DM experiments.

Ordonez [21] used association rules to improve heart disease
prediction. The data consist of numeric, categorical and image data.
The data include risk factor attributes such as age, race, gender and
smoking habits and measurements on the patient such as weight,
heart rate, blood pressure and information regarding the pre-
existence of other diseases like diabetes. Kwiatkowska et al. [22] uses

clinical prediction rules (CPR) for the diagnosis of OSA. The CPR can
be represented as IF–THEN rules or arithmetic formulas for calcula-
tion of OSA probability based on particular predictors such as sus-
pected symptom, sign, correlate or comorbid condition [229]. Table
11 describes the process and implementation details of DM system.

6. Observation

In this paper we have made a study of the medical expert
systems which deploy five independent ES methodologies such
as knowledge-based/rule-based (KB/RB), case-based (CB), model-
based (MB), ANN and GA and seven integrated approaches such as
CBR–RBR, CBR–MBR, RBR–CBR–MBR, ANN–GA, RBR–GA, RBR–ANN
and RBR–CBR–ANN. Table 12 contains the number of cases used for
diagnosing planning and treatment of different diseases based upon
single ES methodology or integrated model. Each application either
performs only diagnosing planning or treatment or performs com-
bination of any two such as ESMIS [60] performs both planning and
treatment; thus ESMIS is counted both in planning and treatment.
The row headed by total in Table 12 presents the actual total num-
ber of application observed in each ES methodology which may be
or maybe not equal to sum of diagnosis, treatment or planning row.

It is observed from Table 12 and Fig. 1 that among 34 cases of
KBS and RBR most of them are for diagnosis (26) while least is for
planning (2) and medium is for treatment (10) and among 17 cases
of CBR mostly is for diagnosis (12), medium for treatment (7) and
least for planning (2). In MBR methodology one–one application for
each diagnosis and treatment are observed. Most of the applications
in ANN methodology are for diagnosis (30) and least for treatment
(3). In GA methodology only seven medical diagnosis applications
and three applications of treatment are observed. In hybrid model
such as CBR–RBR (4) and CBR–MBR (2) and ANN–GA (4) has most
of the application are for diagnosis whereas RBR–GA and RBR–ANN
has only one medical diagnosis application. CBR–RBR has medium
treatment application (3). The integrated model of RBR–CBR–ANN
and RBR–CBR–MBR has only one application of medical diagnosis
whereas the integrated model RBR–CBR–ANN has one application of
treatment.

It is observed that among 114 cases pertaining to application of
the above methods in medical domain, most of the application, i.e.,
96 in number are deployed by only singular ES methodology while
remaining 18 cases are deployed by integrated approach. In this
study, we have calculated the relative use of each ES methodology
with respect to total cases using singular ES methodology which is
represented as (a, c%), where a is number of cases using a particular
ESmethodology (e.g., RBR/KBS) and c is percentage ratio of a (34) is to
total cases using singular ESmethodology (34+17+2+33+10=96) as
presented in row 4 (total) of Table 12. Therefore the relative use of KB
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Table 11
Data mining system and their applications.

DM system Process & Implementation Application

Medical diagnosis [222] Rule induction and instance-based learning Rheumatic diseases; diagnosis
Autonomous decision-making [223] Decision making algorithm and Solitary pulmonary nodules (SPNs);

confirmation algorithm diagnosis
Melanoma prediction [224] Rule induction Melanoma; diagnosis
Data mining [20] Classification and regression Trees Diabetes; diagnosis
DM for gene expression [225] Pattern recognition and individual Alzheimer; diagnosis

dichotomization search technique,
P-value and ratio threshold,
Virtual reality for visualizing databases
BioMiner data mining software

Melanoma diagnosis [226] C4.5 rules Melanoma; diagnosis
Heart disease prediction [21] Association rule Heart diseases; diagnosis
KB data analysis [229] Clinical prediction rules Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA); diagnosis
Rotavirus treatment [227] Decision tree Rotavirus diarrhea; treatment

Table 12
Comparative view of numeric assessment for different computing models.

Application (114) Standalone application (96) Integrated application (18)

KBS/RBR CBR MBR ANN GA CBR–RBR CBR–MBR RBR–CBR–MBR ANN–GA RBR–GA RBR–ANN RBR–CBR–ANN

Diagnosis 26 12 1 30 7 4 2 – 4 1 1 1
Planning 2 2 – – – – – – – – – –
Treatment 10 7 1 3 3 3 – 1 – – – 1
Total 34 17 2 33 10 7 2 1 4 1 1 2
% use 35 18 2 34 10 39 11 6 22 6 6 11
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Fig. 1. Comparative view of use (absolute value) of ES methods.

and RB methodology is (34, 35%), CBS is (17, 18%), MBS (2, 2%), ANN
(34, 34%) and GA (10, 10%) as presented in Table 12. Similarly, for
integratedmodel same computations are performed and represented
as (e, g%), where e is number of cases using a particular integrated
model and g is percentage ratio of e is to total number of integrated
model, i.e., 18. Therefore the relative use of CBR–RBR is (7, 39%),
CBR–MBR is (2, 11%), RBR–CBR–MBR is (1, 6%), ANN–GA is (4, 22%),
RBR–GA is (1, 6%), RBR–ANN is (1, 6%) and RBR–CBR–ANN is (1, 11%)
as presented in Table 12. Table 12 presents a comparative view of
numeric assessment for different computing models.

In this study, we have also computed relative use of diagnosis,
treatment and planning application in each ES methodology and
integrated model which is presented in Table 13. The entries in
Table 13 is the ratio of the each elements of first column to the last
element of column for, e.g., the entries in Table 13, 76% is the ratio of
first element of first column in Table 12, i.e., 26 is to the 34. Similarly,
second and third entries are 2 is to 34 and 10 is to 34. Similarly, en-
tries in the each column of Table 13 are obtained for corresponding
entries in Table 12 as per calculation mentioned above.

From Table 14 it is clear that among 32 fuzzy-based system most
of the applications are of diagnosis (20) and medium are of treat-
ment applications (12). It is also observed from Table 14 that among
39 integrated fuzzy-based system such as FL/RBR, FL/CBR, FL/ANN,
FL/GA, FL/GA/ANN, FL/CBR/ANNmost of the application deployed hy-
brid FL/ANN approach (20/39=51%) whereas least of application de-
ployed integrated approach FL/GA/ANN (3%) and FL/CBR/ANN (3%).

It is observed from Fig. 1 that most of the applications in medical
domain deploy either KB/RB or ANN methodology while most of the
hybrid models deploy CBR–RBR integration. CB methodology is used
by medium number of medical applications. While other singular
methodology such as MBR and GA and integrated methodology such
as RBR–CBR–MBR, RBR–GA, RBR–ANN and RBR–CBR–ANN are used
in very few applications.

It is observed from Fig. 2 that most of the medical applications de-
ploying singular methodology are for diagnosis while least for plan-
ning except in CB methodology which is mostly used for diagnosis
and planning and least for treatment. It is also observed from Fig. 2
that most of the integrated models are deployed for diagnosis and
treatment.

It is observed from Table 6 that most of the agent-based model
performs cooperation and coordination for diagnosis and treatment
of different diseases. DM methods have deployed decision tree and
association rules for classification in the detection and diagnosis of
different diseases.

7. Conclusion

The paper aims at presenting a comprehensive view in the de-
velopment and deployment of various ES methodologies and ICM.
We have made a survey of the papers in these fields from mid 70s
to 2008, covering 185 papers in the areas of ES and ICM applica-
tions in medicine. It is observed that KBS in general, and RBR and
CBR in particular are widely used methods in the diagnosis and
treatment of various diseases. Most of the method has been devel-
oped for the diagnosis of the diseases. ANN models have also been
deployed in the most of the problems of medical diagnosis and
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Table 13
Comparative view of numeric assessment in percentage for different computing model.

Application KBS/RBS CBS MBS ANN GA CBR–RBR CBR–MBR RBR–CBR–MBR ANN–GA RBR–GA RBR–ANN RBR–CBR–ANN

Diagnosis (%) 76 71 50 91 70 57 100 – 100 100 100 50
Planning (%) 6 12 – – – – – – – – – –
Treatment (%) 29 41 50 9 30 43 – 100 – – – 50

Table 14
Fuzzy alone and fuzzy integrated system.

Application (71) Integrated fuzzy application (39)

FL (32) FL–RBR FL–CBR FL–ANN FL–GA FL–GA–ANN FL–CBR–ANN

Diagnosis 20 8 5 19 4 1 1
Treatment 12 – – 1 – – –
Total 32 8 5 20 4 1 1
% use 21 13 51 10 3 3
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treatment where data dominates the knowledge and reasoning
is less required. Hybrid models perform both the computation
and reasoning process in the diagnosis. Integrated multi-modals
(RBR–CBR–MBR and RBR–CBR–ANN) are although very effective but
are used very less in the practice. Hybrid and integrated fuzzy sys-
tem are widely deployed for diagnosis in medical area. As a further
extension to this work we are in the process of enumerating and
tabulating web-based expert systems. Our study would be helpful
for the novices that may emerge/resume their research in the areas
of medical expert and intelligent systems.

8. Summary

KBS are widely used in the areas where knowledge is predomi-
nant rather than data and requires heuristic and logic in reasoning
to derive new set of knowledge.

Basic problem-solving approaches in the field of artificial intelli-
gence are RBR, MBR and CBR. Due to complementary advantage and
disadvantage of RBR, CBR and MBR sometimes, in medical domain,
it is difficult to solve problem independently with either. But if their
advantage are exploited and disadvantages are removed then their
combination offers significant benefits.

An alternative to rule-based inference (which is called logical
inference), statistical inference such as Baye's theorem, which sets
a probabilistic value for each considered output (disease in medical
domain), is deployed. Another type of reasoning implements the
human intelligence with expert systems for such cases ANN.

The GA performs well independently of the order of symptoms,
and has the potential to perform multi-disorder diagnosis using

existing or newly developed knowledge bases. GA and ANN individ-
ually both has some complexity problems, some of these problems
are solved by integrating ANN and GA.

The FL provides an intuitive user interface, simplifies the process
of knowledge representation, and minimizes the system's computa-
tional complexity in terms of time and memory usage.

The integration of knowledge dominant computing model such
as KBS or CBR and data dominant computing models such as ANN
and GA have been deployed in time to time and problem to problem
by many researchers in medical domain.

MAS are a widely accepted paradigm for distributed and shared
work of computation in scientific community. Cooperation and com-
munication are two important functionalities of MAS implemented
on FIPA-ACL platform for the diagnosis.

DM is a technique and tool for the efficient new knowledge dis-
covery from databases. Most of the DM methods in medical domain
deploy different techniques for the diagnosis of various diseases
such as classification and regression tree, association and prediction
rule, etc.

In this paper, we have made review of the different methods of
KBS, ICM and their combinations for the detection and diagnosis of
different diseases. The KBS comprises RBR, CBR and MBR. The ICS
consists of a ANN, GA and FL. The combined methods are RBR–CBR,
CBR–MBR, RBR–CBR–MBR, ANN–CBR, ANN–GA, RBR–GA and CBR–
RBR–ANN, FL–GA, FL–CBR, FL–RBR, FL–GA–ANN and FL–RBR–ANN.

The observation is made to show the absolute and percentage
use of different KBS and ICM computing models and their intra or
inter combination models as mentioned above. It is observed that
mostly KBS, ANN and their integrated methods are used in medical
diagnosis.
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